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Dr. Michael E. Salla, is a pioneer in the development of 'Exopolitics', the scholarly

study of the main actors, institutions and political processes associated with

extraterrestrial life. His groundbreaking Exopolitics: Political Implications of the

Extraterrestrial Presence (Dandelion Books, 2004) presents the first scholarly

framework for understanding the political implications of the extraterrestrial presence.

His interest in exopolitics evolved out of his investigation of the sources of international

conflict and its relationship with the undisclosed extraterrestrial presence. He cites

evidence of as many as seventeen different extraterrestrial civilizations currently

interacting with humanity in a variety of ways, with a number of other civilizations

simply monitoring the Earth.

Extraterrestrial bases and contact

revealed in Italy

by Michael E. Salla, Ph.D 

Posted: 11:00 May 29, 2009

A new book details the history of a mysterious

group of human looking extraterrestrials that

established underground bases in Italy and met

with local residents between 1956 and 1978. The

author of Mass Contacts, Stefano Breccia, is a

well regarded Italian UFOLogist with an electrical

engineering background who has taught at

several Italian and foreign universities. He

investigated the Amicizia (Friendship) case over a

period of several decades during which he got to

meet and question many of the primary

witnesses. In the book, Breccia includes the

testimony of Bruno Sammaciccia, a highly

qualified Italian scholar with degrees in

psychology and psychiatry, and author of 160

books. Sammaciccia’s testimony contains his

claims of direct physical contact with

extraterrestrials over several decades. Leading

Italian UFOlogist, Dr Roberto Pinotti wrote the

Preface to the book and acknowledged his own

decades long knowledge of the Friendship case,

and the extensive evidence supporting it. Some of the many photos taken of UFOs

and extraterrestrials in the Friendship case rank among the best quality ever taken.

In terms of its overall impact, number of participants involved, and documentary

evidence compiled, Mass Contacts is the most astonishing case of human

extraterrestrial contact in modern history.

In the Preface, Dr Pinotti describes his amazement at overhearing his university

professor talking about extraterrestrials while taking his final doctoral exam at the

University of Florence in 1969. Upon approaching the professor and telling him of

his interest in UFOs, the Professor asked Pinotti: “Are you aware of the

underground alien base near Pescara and of its logistics.” Pinotti said it quickly

became apparent that his professor belonged to the secret fellowship “which

had been created in order to help the aliens in their enterprises on our

planet.” Pinotti was able to confirm that “a group of human looking aliens from far

away stars had built a huge underground structure along the shore of the Adriatic

sea.” It was only with the passing away of Sammaciccio in 2003 that Pinotti

decided to come forward to reveal his own knowledge of the case: “because in his

will there was the request that his story be made known, without causing problems

to anyone, I acknowledged that [it] was my duty to contribute to the truth, as

much as possible.”

The story of Mass Contacts began in 1956 when Bruno Sammaciccia and

two friends met with two mysterious individuals who said they were

extraterrestrials. One was over 8 foot tall while the other was just over 3

foot. Sammaciccia and his friends, initially skeptical, were eventually

taken into a large underground base where they saw more of the alleged

extraterrestrials. They also saw their children being educated, some of the

advanced technologies they used, and their space ships. Finally convinced that

they were really having physical contact with extraterrestrials, Sammaciccia and

his friends began to help the extraterrestrials. They began with material support by

arranging for truckloads of fruit, food and other material to be transported and

unloaded at an extraterrestrial base. Eventually, two truckloads of supplies were

being delivered every month to bases in different regions of Italy where
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Sammaciccia and his assistants lived.

Sammaciccia describes the various people involved in the case and who had direct

meetings with the extraterrestrials. The individuals involved grew over time as

Sammaciccia assisted the extraterrestrials in helping prepare humanity for

the reality of human looking extraterrestrials from other planets. Breccia

said that he personally met and interviewed almost 80 people who worked with or

met the extraterrestrials. Most were in Italy, but others were from other countries

that also had been exposed to the same group of extraterrestrials. Many of the

extraterrestrials could easily blend into human society and even take normal jobs

when necessary. The Friendship case helps confirm the accounts of a number of

American contactees and whistleblowers that human looking extraterrestrials have

blended into human society and have walked among us.
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Extraterrestrial bases and contact

revealed in Italy

by Michael E. Salla, Ph.D 

Sammaciccia finally described a violent conflict between two factions of

extraterrestrials trying to influence humanity’s development and future. While his

‘Friendship’ faction promoted cosmic unity and ethical development, the other

faction promoted technological development at all cost. This led to periodic violent

clashes between the factions. Eventually, the underground bases of

Sammaciccia’s extraterrestrial friends was destroyed in 1978. Survivors

had to leave the Earth but promised to return at a future time when humanity was

ready for a more ethical future of humanity interacting with extraterrestrials.

Sammaciccia’s astounding story sounds like an episode from Star Trek, but it is

well supported by documentary evidence, some of Italy’s finest UFO researchers,

and first hand witnesses of the events described. Some of the witnesses were

leading statesmen, scholars and high society figures from Italy and

Europe. Breccia includes a number of prefaces and statements by witnesses

detailing the extensive number of people involved in the Friendship case. The

English version of the book, however, suffers from poor translation, unnecessary

coverage of other cases, and lacked a table of contents and index. Also, the cover

does not do justice to the profound material in the book. Despite these limitations

the book is highly recommended reading. It provides an excellent summary of the

extensive evidence of extraterrestrials having secretly lived and interacted in Italy

over a twenty two year period. As more material and witnesses emerge in Italy

and other countries, the Friendhip case may be what finally confirms the reality of

extraterrestrial life.

[Event Notice: Prof Stefano Brecia will be speaking about the Friendship case at

the upcoming Earth Transformation Conference on the Big Island of Hawaii

(January 7-12, 2010).The conference features 12 international speakers discussing

healing, new science, consciousness and extraterrestrial contact.]
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